Why Nuclear Power Must Go
by Chris Williams

From the very beginning, unlocking the power of the atom for "peaceful" energy production was about
waging war to its logical endpoint: the power to destroy life on a planetary scale.
People around the world were aghast at the apocalyptic destruction wreaked on Japan during a few
hellish minutes when the United States dropped the nuclear bombs codenamed Little Boy and Fat Man
on the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August 1945. The immediate loss of life, in the tens of thousands, coupled with the invisible and long-term effects ofradiation sickness and cancers, brought the
world up against the sharp razor edge of the nuclear age.
Subsequently, during the Cold War, NATO's
nuclear war policy was officially named MAD-for
Mutually Assured Destruction-a point parodied in
the outstanding black comedy Dr. Stangelove: or
How I Learned to Stop llorrying and Love the
Bomb.
Ifnuclear weapons were to have a future, per.
fecting them as the ultimate weapon of mass destruction needed ajustification other than annihilating
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humans. Moreover. the plutonium typically useilin
fusion-based hydrogen 6ombs .hunireds ind even
thousands of times more destructive than an atom

... without a nuclear power program, ...
it's not possible to ... produce the required
amount of plutonium for nuclear weapons.
bomb-is not an element that occurs naturally on
earth. It is a byproduct offission, splitting urinium
atoms to unleash and hamess energy, which takes

place inside nuclear reactors.
Hence, without a nuclear power program, presented as the peaceful generation of unlimited, Lheap
and safe energy, it's not possible to realistically produce the required amount ofplutonium for nuilear
weapons.

But the interconnection between nuclear power
and nuclear weapons is inescapable. Because nuclear
weapons are designed to be the "Hammer of God,"
the ultimate arbiter ofpower. any country that is under extemal threat will logically seek to develop nuclear weapons as a deterrent, which was their stated
benefit and contribution to "world peace."
North Korea, following George Bush's postSeptember I I declaration that it was a member of
the "axis ofevil," concluded it needed to speed up
development and testing ofa nuclear weapon, wliich
it realized with an underground nuclear detonation in
October 2006. Iran, the second member ofthe reputed Axis (Saddam Hussein's Iraq having been the
third), has been under intense US pressure for nearly
a decade to abandon its civil nuclear power program
despite having the legal right to pursue such a
course.

Interestingly, thinly veiled threats that the
United States or Israel may bomb Iran's nuclear facilities are predicated on the links between military
and civilian nuclear programs. This has been one of

the main arguments ofthe anti-nuclear movement:
that peaceful nuclear energy programs drive an evermore terrifuing arms race.
Indeed, there are four nations with undeclared
stockpiles ofnuclear weapons developed from civil
programs, and it is no coincidence that they are in
some ofthe most militarized and dangerous areas of
the world: Israel, Pakistan, India and North Korea.
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With the deepening calamity at the Fukushima_
Daiichi nuclear power plant in Japan. there has been
a geat deal of focus on the possibility of other nuclear power accidents around the world.
According to a new report by the Union of
Concemed Scientists cited by the Cftris lian Science
Monitor:
Nucle.ar plants

in the United States last year ex-
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clear safety regulators...While none ofthe safety
problems harmed plant employees or the public,
they occurred with alarming frequency-more than
once a month-which is high for a mature industry.

In the United States, 23 ofthe 104 operational
nuclear reactors are built on the same 1960s design
by the same company, General Electric, as the reactors at Fukushima. They have been recognized to
have serious design faults since the 1970s and have
been regularly

retrofitted-that is, patched up-to

tolerable limits, particularly regarding pressure and
temperature. Hence the need to keep the core cooled
at all times and have control rods ready to drop into
place at a moment's notice, and the necessity of multiple backup systems and fail-safe devices, at least
two containment vessels, an evacuation plan, measures to prevent radiation leaks, regular testing of
workers and the surroundings, and so on.
This instability at the heart ofnuclear power,
combined with the extremely toxic waste, leads to
the second insurmountable issue: its expense.

a

month-which is high for

a mature industry.

address design wlnerabilities that are routinely discovered, and that could lead to a core breach and the
release of radioactive isotopes.

The nuclear power industry knows that
it is an economic boondoggle, which is why
it demands cast-iron guarantees of limited
liability for accidents as well as huge gov-

emment subsidies before considering construction of new plants. The Bush administration
bestowed $ 18.5 billion in loan guarantees on the industry, and the Obama administration doubled down
with $36 billion more.
Yet the nuclear industry is asking for additional
guarantees of $100 billion. It also requested an extension oftax credits without plant size restrictions.
an investment tax credit and a worker training and
manufacturing tax credit, as well as reductions in
tariffs on any imports ofrequired materials and
components.
Citibank, which has rarely met a risky investment it didn't like, issued a report in 2009 that found
little reason to cheer the industry. Titled 'New Nuclear: The Economics Say No," the report noted that
"the risks faced by developers [of new nuclear
plants]...are so large and variable that individually,
they could each bring even the largest utility company to its knees financially."

Many plants sit on geologically active faults, in
coastal locations or close to large sources of fresh
water. The 36-year-old Indian Point nuclear power
plant, located 35 miles from midtown Manhattan,
has a history of safety problems and sits on two fault
lines.
The US govemment has wamed its citizens to
stay at least 50 miles away from Fukushima, while
Japan has limited the evacuation and exclusion zone
to 12 miles. Iflndian Point were ground zero, creating a 50-mile buffer-which the chairman of the US
Nuclear Regulatory Commission recommended to
Congress in case ofan accident comparable to Fukushima-would mean evacuating and relocating some
20 million people. Undertaking such a plan has been
called a "fantasy" by none other than the Department
of Homeland Security, the agency that would be
in charge in such a disaster.
Within the next 30 years, Califomia has
In the United States,23 ofthe 104 operational
99.7o/o chance ofbeing hit with an earthquake
nuclear reactors are built on the same 1960s
with a magnitude of 6.7 on the Richter scale or
greater. Nuclear plants in California with the
design... as the reactors at Fukushima.
same design as Fukushima's are only built to
withstand quakes of 7 .O to 7 .5 in magnitude,
The Price-Anderson Nuclear Indemnities Act,
while the one that hit Japan on March 11 was 9.0.
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meltdowns in Fukushima, but as crazy as it sounds,
one nuclear power plant, the San Onofre facility located south oflos Angeles, is built right on the
beach.

Instead of waiting for another devastating nuclear accident to occur in the US rivaling the one at
Three Mile Island in 1979, we need to push the govemment to abandon plans both to re-license old
plants for another 20 years and build new ones.
Producing electricity by splitting apart uranium
atoms is an inherently unstable process that can lead
to a runaway nuclear reaction at any moment.
The "controlled" chain reaction inside the core
has to be relentlessly monitored to keep it within
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public.

A comprehensive 2003 report from the Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology, titled "The Future
ofNuclear Power," outlined the huge obstacles to
expanding nuclear power:
[T]he prospects for nuclear energy as an option
are limited, the report finds, by four unresolved
problems: high relative costs; perceived adverse
safety, environmental and health effects; potential
security risks stemming from proliferation; and unresolved challenges in long-term management
nuclear wastes.
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plants-over and above costs associated with alternatives^if they_had been pursued---comes to a staggering $ 1.9 trillion to $4.1 trillion. As nuclear plants
are notorio ts_for cost overruns, the higher figuie is
much more__likely.
The MIT report also und-ermines one common
pro-nuclear power argument favored by environmentalisJs such as George-Monbiot: "At least it's not
coal." The_ study states, "If more is not done, nuclear
power will diminish as a practical and timely option
for deployment at a scale that would constitute a material contribution to climate change risk mitigaA 2009 updated report mentions that the
support proga-m is "not yet effective and needs to
improved," referring to increased govemment
dies. According to a report cited in,scientiJic
can, the costs to_the taxpayer of-building 100
nuclear power plants over the lifetime
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1970s and 1980s, nuclear power cannot make
meaningf,rl contribution to mitigating
change. The Intemational Atomic Energy
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as homo sapiens has existed.

Other drawbacks include the persistent and
large cost overruns during construition, the astro-

nomical expense of decoirmissioning ofnuclear
power planis, the heavily potluting aid energy intensive mining and refining rifnucleir fuel frori uranium ore, ihe dangers oT hansporting nuclear fuel for
reprocessing, the internationa[ trade]n nuclear waste
and the higfily centralized nature ofthe power system whiclim6ans, as Fukushima has demonstraied,
ifone facitity goes down it takes out an enorrnous
chunk of the el-ectricity supply.
As nuclear plantd havi to be continuously oper^
ated as close to full capacity as possible to ev6n
come close to justii,i;g th;ir cdsts, they directly
displace clean renewab'ie sources oi en6.gy suc[., as
wind and solar. If govemments re-license'nuclear
plants for another 70 years and buitd new ones that
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What are the altematives? Wind farms take
only l8 months to come on line; nxclear plants typically take in excess of 10 years._The last nuclear
power plant to come on line in the US, at Watts Bar
in.Tennessee, took 23 years to build and cost $6.9
billion.-Numerous studies, ranging from the Woll
Slree.t Journal to independent energy analysts, have
put the cost of_nuclear power at 12 to 20 cents per
kilowatt hour. In contrast, those same studies put the
cost ofrenewable energy at an average of6 cents for
the same output.
Govemments ar-ound
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amounts^of farmland, energy
and water like agro-fuels such as com-based ethai6l.
Furthermori, the technology already exists to
tap these genuine renewable soiices for aU of our
electrical needs-though, to be fair, it would take 20
to 30 years of intensivd manufacturing, engineering
and construction to build the necessa:ry- gei'eration,'
transmission, storage and distributioniyltems.
Ultimately, th6ugh, the problem ijsocial and
political, not a-matter-of scieirce and technology. In
ihat regard, the problem is notjust Republicaii, but
Baracli Obama ind the vast m;jority 6f Demociats,
who are in the pro-nuclear camil evi:n in the face oi
catastrophe and who steadfastly favor "clean" coal,
more ofishore oil drilling in th; Gulfand the Arctii,
an-d increasing
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ately and dramatically
carbon emissions calls for approaches that can
implemented more quickly than building
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this century.
It's atio a myth that nuclear oower camot be
replaced by truly green energy. Many scientific studiei show thar it is-possible to"ionstru'ct wind, solar,
geothermal and tidat iources
6f energy that don,t generate
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power, such as the
mountain of long-term waite:
the US govemment proposes
to sequister waste f6r
lion years-five times as long
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